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ABSTRACT

A pilot-sized continuous oil shale retort, based upon the Bureau of 
Mines gas-combustion process, and scaled up from a bench-sized unit at the 

Colorado School of Mines has been built and operated at the School with 
good results. Transport Phenomena theory and a model of a shale fragment as 
well as correlations of shale-bed properties with shale characteristics 
provided a background for effective analysis of the operating results. The 
runs were located with respect to operating variables by the gradient ascent 
optimization procedure with a reduction in lost time, effort, and number of 
useless experiments.

Important conclusions were that either overall retort length or entrain- 
ment of shale particles is a fundamental throughput limitation on the retort, 

residence time of the shale bed in various temperature zones is a very 
important process parameter, the unit was self-sustaining thermally, and 

yields of nearly 100 per cent of Fischer assay of oil are possible.
Preliminary runs were satisfactory and justify additional work, especially 

since the process appears to have considerable large-scale commercial use.
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A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF A 

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL-COMBUSTION 

OIL SUALE RETORT

INTRODUCTION

An enormous deposit of oil shale located in Western Colorado is esti
mated to contain nearly a trillion barrels of organic matter (kerogen) which 
can be converted into crude oil (Netschert, 1958). Numerous processes have 
been proposed for the conversion method. One of these, the internal combust 
tion process, has been under study in the Chemical and Petroleum Refining 

Department of the Colorado School of Mines for several years. The process 
is closely related to the gas-combustion process used by the Bureau of Mines 

at Rifle, Colorado.

Background of the Internal-(Gas) Combustion Process

Early oil shale research at the Anvil Points Facility (built near 

Rifle in 1944 by the United States Bureau of Mines) led to the discovery 
and development of a new retorting process well-adapted to Rocky. Mountain

i
oil shale deposits--the gas-combustion process (Dannenberg and Matzick,
1960).

What is the internal-(gas) combustion process? A fortunate characteristic

' I -
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of Rocky Mountain oil shale is that heating a piece of it in an inert 

atmosphere causes the departing organic matter to leave behind on the ash 
about 2 per cent carbon (based on weight of ash). This carbon, i.e. COke, 
may be burned wi£h air to generate sufficient heat for retorting an equiva

lent amount of oil shale. Since an equivalent amount of carbon would also 
be generated, the process is self-sustaining thermally.

A continuous retort incorporating the above process is very simple 

mechanically, as will be shown in the next section. The retort has the 
following advantages:

1. Simplicity and ruggedness with low construction cost
2. High thermal efficiency
3. High oil recovery
4. Relatively low utilities requirements
5. Theoretically simple scaleup properties to large sizes
6. Adaptability to automatic control
7. LoW manpower requirements

Of course the unit has some limitations:
1. An upper and lower limit on oil shale grade for satisfactory 

operation
2. Moderate throughput for volume of retort
3. Somewhat restricted tolerance for wide ranges of feed sizes

Development of Present Work
Dr. A. S. Houghton, formerly on the staff of the facility at Rifle, came 

to the Colorado School of Mines in 1935, where he has been carrying on certain 
further studies of oil shale. In 1963, he built and began operating a bench- 

schle glass retort. With certain modifications, he is using the internal- 

combustion process of the Bureau of Mines. The glass unit could process 
about a pound of shale an hour. It was demonstrated that the bench unit was
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self-sustaining thermally, able to handle fairly wide ranges of shale sizes, 
could yield essentially all of Fischer assay of oil, and had a maximum 
throughput of at least 250 lb/ft^ hr (Houghton and Farris, 1966),

These initially optimistic data justified the construction of a larger 
pilot-scale retort to extend the study towaird the following objectives:

1. Confirmation of the bench results
2. Testing of the process under more nearly adiabatic conditions
3. Determination of scaleup correlations and problems
4. Obtention of data and engineering correlations helpful in the 

process estimation and mechanical design of a commercial unit.
This thesis is the report of the operation of the pilot unit which

was designed, constructed, and with help operated by the author.

Scope of Pilot Project
Predicated upon the operability of the pilot unit, thd experimental 

program had to accomplish three objectives:
1. To establish the most pertinent operating variables of the unit
2. To set rough limits on values of these variables
3. To test the effectiveness of an experimental optimization 

procedure
Variables manipulated in the startup and preliminary study of the unit 
were air rate, air dilution gas rate, and oil shale feed rate.

Summary of Thesis Organization
1 The thesis, by way of natural organization consists of these sections: 

Theory
Procedure and Equipment 
Results and Discussion 
Conclusions
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THEORY

The many types of oil shale retorts which have been patented in the
past century and a half may be classified into four groups according to the
process (Guthrie, 1964)

Class I Indirect heating of shale through w^lls of retort
Class II Direct heating of shale from internal combustion
Class III Heating of shale from externally heated fluid
Class IV Heating of shale from recycled hot solids

Because Class II as exemplified by the internal-combustion process looks
very promising commercially? It was studied for the present thesis.

The process, used in a continuous gravity-feed retort, had 4 sequential 
zones: shale preheating, thermal cracking of kerogen to oil and gas (the
retorting step proper), coke combustion, and ash cooling. These steps all 

took place within the vertical pipe, which was the retort (Figure 1: a 
diagram of the unit).

During operation crushed shale slowly entered the top of the retort 
as spent ash left the bottom. A mixture of air and recycled off gas was 
injected into the bottom of the retort and forced up over the slowly descending

4
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bed of shale. The gas stream containing the oil mist left the top of the 
retort through the off gas takeoff line. The bed of shale, as it entered the 
pipe and started down, was heated by hot flue gases from the combustion zone 
about half way to the bottom of the retort. As the shale became heated, the 
kerogen cracked to oil and gas which entered the gas stream and were carried 
back up and out the top of the pipe. Coke left on the ash was carried into 

the combustion zone where oxygen in the rising air stream reacted with the 
coke and raised the bed temperature to about 1600 F. The generated heat, 
by being shifted up the retort by the now inert flue gas stream, continued 
the process. No external heating of any kind was required after the unit 
was onstream.

Fundamental considerations of internal-combustion retorting are discussed

under the following headings:
Chemistry of Retorting 
Transport Phenomena 
Macroscopic Effects

Chemistry of Retorting
Important chemical effects are thermal cracking of kerogen, coke 

combustion on ash, mineral carbonate decomposition, and interstitial burning 

of light hydrocarbons. Since only a limited amount of information has been 
published on these effects, a brief qualitative explanation is sufficient.

Unusual kinetics of retorting appear to be the result of a peculiar 
chemical composition and nature of kerogen. Upon being heated to about 

650 F, the kerogen as a whole changes from a solid to a plastic, solvent- 

soluble bitumen. The shale particles swell slightly and become relatively
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soft and sticky. Further heating to 750 F and higher causes the bitumem to 

decompose into oil, gas, and coke. The coke is left upon the ash in a 

readily combustible form (Williamson, 1964).
Coke burning takes place as oxygen diffuses through the gas film 

around the shale particles toward the interior of the piece and past the 
deposited coke. Total heat released in this reaction is sufficient to 
raise the total temperature of the gas and solid to about 1600 F. It 
appears that this coke combustion is similar in many ways to the regeneration 
of cracking catalyst in the petroleum industry.

Some mineral carbonate decomposition seems to be inevitable during the 
retorting. Moreover, the extent of decomposition has a very significant 
effect on the heat balance of the process as the reaction is quite endothermic. 
The Bureau of Mines measured the following amounts of decomposition in a 
related but different type of retort at Rifle (cross-flow)(Kalceyic and 
Lankford, 1959).

If large extents of carbonate decomposition occur, the heat balance can be 
shifted to the negative, which requires burning some of the oil and gas 

(Williamson, 1964).

Maximum Gas Temperature, F Loss of Carbonates present, %
1,350
1,200
1,050

25.1
12.8
3.5

Transport Phenomena
Strongly interconnected heat, mass, and momentum transport phenomena 

exist in an oil shale retort and range in scale from submicroscopic effects
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up to retort-sized effects. The main interest, as far as the pilot unit 
was concerned, were the particle and retort phenomena.

Effective study of shale beds depends strongly upon an effective
physical picture of the system. A visual and semi-quantatitative study of
a large number of crushed shale particles revealed that the following 
observations and assumptions were valid:

1. Fragments tended to be wedge-shaped
2. Angles of wedges varied from about 15° to 90°
3. The average angle was about 35°
A. Lengths of the wedges (considered sections of a cylinder) were 

usually greater than the radii but could be assumed equal
5. Edges of small particles tended to touch the sides of the 

larger particles so that they were not face-to-face
6. Void spaces around fragments were similar in shape to the 

particles themselves
7. The average size of a particle between screens in a sieve 

analysis was roughly the geometric average of the upper and 
lower screen openings

This model with its compact part and its long thin part seemed to approxi
mate the behavior of the shale particles closer than models based upon more 
compact and regular shapes such as spheres and cubes. The main use of the 
model was in estimating the total surface area of shale beds and in explaining 
behavior of the retort when processing extended ranges of shale sizes. The 
surface area was of crupial importance in heat transfer calculations.

Essentially all correlations in the literature for heat transfer 

coefficients in packed beds yield the area coefficient. However, the 
volumetric coefficient is more meaningful for retort work. The two coeffic
ients are related through the surface of the bed, and can be interconverted 
by an estimate of the area, as was done here. The best correlation, still of 
doubtful validity here, for heat transfer in a packed bed seems to be as
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follows (Barker, 1965):
-0.34

J h “ °-759NRe
jjj = Colburn j factor

« Reynold's number
The volumetric coefficient is just the area coefficient estimated from the 

factor correlation multiplied by the total surface area in the bed. An 
estimation procedure for the surface area is given in the discussion of 
results.

Calculations of momentum transfer within the bed (overall pressure drop 
and entrainment velocities) and the velocity profiles, which strongly affect 
the heat transfer, depend upon accurate knowledge of many physical peoperties 
of the gas and solid as well as upon proper geometric parameters of the bed. 

Unfortunately, accurate basic data necessary for these calculations are not 
available. The Ergun equation probably is as applicable as any in the absence 
of specific correlations for the shale used in the retort (Bird, Stewart, and 

Lightfoot, 1960):

<Po - PL> P Dp € 3 = 150 ( 1 -  + 1.75
CMOo L (\ -  0

I

*0° o o £

P = fluid pressure + gh

= diameter (size) of particles in bed 

L = length of retort 
Dp GQ - particle Reynold's number

£ = fraction of voids in bed 
GQ » mass flow rate of gas/unit area time
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p « fluid density 

yU. - fluid viscosity
An insufficient range of flow rates was covered in the experimental runs 
to test the accuracy of the Ergun equation when used for shale beds.

Mass transfer becomes important at three places in the process: (1) the 
diffusion of oil vapors from the interior of the ash particles into the gas 
film surrounding the bed and into the bulk gas stream, (2) diffusion of oxygen 
into and diffusion of carbon dioxide out of the interior of the particles 
during coke burning, and (3) diffusion of carbon dioxide out during carbonate 
decomposition. Because estimation of the physical properties of the shale 
oil in the inorganic matrix and calculation of the various reaction rates 
were very uncertain, essentially no mass transfer correlations were considered.

Macroscopic Effects
Complete transient behavior of the retort is described by a simple- 

looking differential equation:

X
2W = solid flow rate down retort, lb/ft hr

2G = gas rate up retort, lb/ft hr
C = thermal heat capacity, BTU/lb F

x = distance down retort, ft
S = kinetic heat generation, BTU/hr

6 * fraction of voids in bed
T = temperature, F
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t = time, hr 
p = density, lb/ft^

Subscripts
s * solid 

g = gas
a - weighted average of gas and solid 

It turns out that all of the coefficients in the equation are exceedingly 
complex and non-linear over the length of the retort. Numerical integration 
of accurate transport expressions would be necessary to solve for a tempera
ture profile inside the retort and a corresponding throughput. These 

expressions were not available.
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

Both the physical retort and the actual running of the unit are
discussed here. Specific headings within the section are:

Description of the Unit 
Description of a Run 
Analytical Methods and Analyses

Description of the Unit
The system as built included four groups of equipment: (1) feed 

section, (2) retort reactor, (3) ash removal mechanism, and (4) an oil 
mist condensation and recovery system. Figure 1, page 12, is a drawing 
of the retort and Figure 2, page 13, is a drawing of the rest of the 
system.

The retort reactor was a simple 8.5-foot-long carbon steel pipe 6 

inches in diameter. It was covered with 3 inches of magnesia insulation.
An 8-cubic•’•foot hopper sat atop the pipe and fed shale by gravity Into 
the retort as ash was withdrawn through the star valve at the bottom. The 
valve was driven by a variable speed transmission. Oil mist and off gas 

were removed from the top of the retort and pulled through the oil recovery
11
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80 5 Ft' 
Hopper

Thennowell

Off gas and 
Oil mist

Removeable
Furnace

Insulated
Retort
803 1 by 6 " diam

Air and recycle 
Inlet line

Stsr valve

Feed

Retort

Ash
Discharge

Pilot Oil Shale Retort

Figure 1
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Cooling Water at 95 °F

Lean

Mist
Eliminating

Double pipe 
Aftercooler 
1500 BTU/hrOil Spray 

Condenser 
8 M diam

s steel >
't̂ irningSv
\\w vOil mist 

From retort

Oil Drain
Water coil

Positive
Displacement
Blower

22
gal.

Cyclone Vent

Oil
Gear
Pump

gal.
Crude Oil 

Accumulators

Recycle off gas to retort

Oil Collection System

Figure 2
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system by a positive displacement gas blower.
The oil recovery system had 2 main parts: a direct contact oil spray

condenser and a double-pipe aftercooler. Recirculated shale oil from the 

crude accumulator was the cooling medium in the spray condenser. 1/ This oil 
was pumped through a fog nozzle at the top of the spray condenser, where it 
contacted the oil mist and agglomerated much of it. The oil then ran down 
over a section of steel turnings, effectively washing most of the oil mist 
from the rising gas stream. The spray condenser was maintained at 200 F to 
avoid any possibility of condensing water which would have been quite corrosive. 

The aluminum aftercooler cooled the gas stream from 200 F to about 90 F. It 
was well able to resist corrosion as the temperature dropped below the gas 
dew point of roughly 120 F. The aftercooler also extracted the remaining
oil from the gas stream.

A settling chamber in the bottom of the spray condenser collected the 
oil and directed it through a steam-traced line into the accumulator. A 
water coil in the accumulator allowed the oil temperature to be controlled 
so that the spray condenser remained about 200 F.

Air was pulled through the unit by a positive displacement lobe blower
downstream from the aftercooler and cyclone. It had a capacity of 50 CFM
and a maximum suction of 14 in. Hg. Strong turbulence and shearing of the 
gas stream by the impellers agglomerated a small amount of oil, which was 

collected in the vent system.

1. The spray condenser was suggested by Dr. Gary.
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Description of a Run
A typical run on the tetort consisted of 5 stages according to the 

condition of the retort: (1) preheat--l hour, (2) startup--0<>3 hour, (3) 

lineout— 3 hours, (4) run for data--4 to 14 hours, and (5) shutdown<— 0.5 
hour. Figure 3 shows the temperature profile developed during each stage 

a b c d

10010 F 1000 F
Start Preheat

loof)
Lineout

0 1000 F

Temperature Profiles in Retort 
Figure 3

Preheating of the initially cold retort filled with crushed shale was 
by a removable 25,000-BTU/hr furnace at point 1 in Figure 5-b. The retort 
was heated when the profile in Figure 5-b was established and the off gas 
reached 200 to 250 F.

Lining out of the retort involved shutting the furnace off and sealing 

the opening, starting air and recycle flows into the bottom of the retort,
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and starting shale flow. Accumulated coke on the ash above the furnace 
immediately ignited and furnished enough energy to heat the retort eventually 
to a temperature as shown in Figure 5-c. The shale flow, which was carrying heat 
downward from the burning zone, was adjusted with the star valve to keep a 
constant off gas temperature of about 200 F. Ceasation of temperature 
changes marked the end of the lineout stage and the point where ash emerged 
from the star valve.

A data run was made follox«7ing the lineout in which constant conditions 
were maintained for several hours or long enough to get accurate material 

balances, get good samples of oil and ash, and take reproduceable temperature 
profiles.

The final stage was shutdown. Withdrawal of the partially decomposed 
contents of the retort was necessary at the end of a run. Otherwise, slow 
spontaneous retorting of the stationary bed would generate oil, which 
condensed out on shale in the upper retort and led to dense clinker formation 
upon restarting. It was possible, however, to shut the retort in for up to 
an hour and a half without incurring serious restarting problems.

Analytical Methods and Analyses
ASTM analytical methods were used for oil analyses with more or less 

standard tests for other procedures.

Tests on shale samples
Screen analysis (U. S. Standard)
Void fraction 
Bulk density 
Shale density 
Fischer oil assay
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Tests on an average oil sample

Distillation (10 mm)
API gravity 
Pour point

Tests on off gas

Chromatographic analysis 
Oil mist content

Shale geometric properties were determined by displacement of n-heptane. 
Oil and off gas tests were run only on the optimum runs because the earlier 
runs were preliminary and because the object of the optimization was to 
find the peak oil recovery.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A diversity of results was obtained which are discussed under their
respective headings;

Oil Shale Properties 
Optimization Program 
Analysis of Runs

Oil Shale Properties

Oil shale used in the work averaged about 31 gallons of oil per ton 
by the Fischer assay and was furnished by the Colorado School of Mines 
Research Foundation, Inc., from Western Colorado. It was crushed in a 
jaw and a gyratory crusher, and all sizes larger than one-half inch were 
screened out.

The model of a particle was used in conjunction with measurements to 
estimate properties of shale beds such as void volume, surface area of 
particles, bulk density, oil shale density, and effects of changing the 
size range of shale.

Void volumes and densities were determined by displacement of

18
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n-heptane. 1/ Figure 4 shown the effect of increasing the size range on 
the void volume and the bulk density.

Void Fraction
52

50
VoidFraction

48 Size Range

46

100
Mesh

1.05

0.90

Size Range

Gravity

Bulk Density

1 2 4 6 10 20 40 60 100Mesh
Effect of Size Range on Voids and Bulk Density

Figure 4

2. Void volume, screen analysis, and shale and bulk densitiy measurements 
were made by Robert Murray, an assistant to the author.
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Smaller particles of a wide range filled in around the largeroones. A  
reasonably accurate correlation for small sizes of shale with the void 
volume is

„-il. 6
VG " Vs - / large mesh N 

\ small mesh )

VG = voids corresponding to a narrow size 
rangeo It was about 5 3 per cent in 
the samples used.

V = void fraction of sample s
Large mesh = mesh number corresponding to smallest 

particles in sample

Small Mesh = mesh number corresponding to largest 
particles in sample

In = natural logarithm of. mesh ratio

Bulk density was a linear function of the logarithm of mesh size range 
within the accuracy of the data from Figure 6.

Total surface area of the particles in a bed was estimated from the 
screen analysis of the sample and the wedge model of the particles. A 
geometric average of the mesh size of two adjacent screens from the sieve 
analysis was applied to the total sample weight between them. That is. 

Mesh * (Mesh 1 • Mesh 2)^
Figure 5 gives the exact proportions of the wedge assumed as average fa*
all of the shale particles. Adding up the areas for each differential

\
sample in the sieve analysis according to the equation at the top of the 
next page gave the estimated area for the entire bed.
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(2 + 0o03492 9) W
0,01746 0 Mesh p

2Area = total area of sample, ft
Mg * upper limit of mesh size in sample

« lower limit of mesh size in sample
0 = angle of wedge, 35° here
W = weight of shale between screens, lb 

Mesh = average particle size
3p = density of shale, about 120 lb/ft

Model of Shale Particle 
Figure 5

It is felt that the plot of surface area should be accurate to * 10 per cent 
for shale similar to that used in the derivation--Figure 6, page 22, The 
calculations would need to be confirmed for other sizes of shale.

^2
Area = y | 

Mx
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1000

Size Range
500

300

200Surface
Area

50

Surface area of shale 
Bed.

20

1 2 5 10 20 50 100
Mesh

Effect of Size Range on Surface Area 
Figure 6

The most pertinent observation concerning Figure 6 is that the total area 
roughly doubles when the size range doubles. This increase in area leads 
to operating difficulties with wide ranges of feed.

The effect of the increasing surface with smaller sized particles is 
demonstrated in Figure 7, which is a generalized heating curve of different 
wedges. Particle size is included in the dimensionless time parameter, T.

A relatively small change in the size of a wedge greatly alters its heating 
rate and temperature at a given instant. The variation in heating rates is 

caused by the tremendous variation in surface area, and means that if the 
gas temperatpre should get above the sintering point of the ash that the
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1.0

Dimensionless 
Temperature

Time, T ■
a = thermal diffusivity, ft/min 
t = time, minutes 
R = radius of wedge, ft

Temperature = initial
^surface •^initial0.2

(Jaegar, 1942)
0.00.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.100.08Dimensionless Time, T

Heating Curves of Coldest Points in Wedges 
Figure 7

smaller particles could soften and glue the larger ones together to form 
clinkers, and thus causing considerable solids flow difficulties in the 
retort.

This analysis has an interesting implication— it may be that samples 
of large particles and small particles which would not retort well together 
might work nicely when separated and at a considerable increase in retorting 
efficiency,and oil recovery.

It should be emphasized that the empirical equations developed for 
correlating shale properties may not apply to greatly different grades of 
shale (differing from 30 gallons per ton used here) or to much larger or
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much smaller sizes (one-half inch to 28 mesh). For example, shale broken by 
blasting tends to be more compactly fragmented and less wedge-shaped.
However, an examination of a sample should allow small changes in proportions 
of (the model to be made and improve the accuracy of the correlations.

Since the organic matter was around 18 per cent by weight (Hubbard and 
Robinson, 1950), small variations in oil content would probably not affect 
the void volume and surfacearea significantly. However^uthe bullc density 
would be affected.

The particle shape is strongly dependent upon the method of size 
reduction used* as jaw and gyratory crushers give a more angular shape than 
do attrition or stamping mills. Attrition equipment tends to make much 
larger amounts of fines than other equipment.

Therefore, the correlations should be applicable to shale sizes of 
from 1 inch to about 28 mesh, to oil contents ranging from 25 to 35 gallons 
per ton, and to the product from a jaw or gyratory crusher.

Optimization Program
In a complex system such as an oil shale retort it is very difficult 

to get an accurate picture of the system response by changing only one 
variable at a time because of interactions among them. A much better 
picture is obtained by manipulating two variables simultaneously over the 
course of an experimental program. For each set of values of operating 
conditions a response of the unit is obtained. It is possible to plot 
a large number of responses on a diagram of one variable versps the other 

and to connect points of equal response by response contours and develope
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a response surface of the unit. (Wilde, 1964). This process is analogous to 

plotting contours of equal elevation on a topographic map, and will give 
a maximum unit response within the range of the variables similar to the 
top of a hill or slope.

By movement perpendicular to the contours on a hill, the top is reached 
in the shortest.distance. A similar movement perpendicular to response 

contours also reaches the optimum operating conditions in the quickest 
time. Such an experimental program, called a gradient ascent method, was 

used on the pilot unit.
A general quantatitative study of results from Rifle (Dannenberg and 

Matzick, 1960) led to the tentative shape of contours in Figure 8 on a 
plot of air versus recycle rate.

1000

Air Rate
500 

Ft3/Ft2hr

0
0 500 1000 1500

Recycle Rate, Ft3/Ft2 hr

Hypothetical Response Surface of Retort 
Figure 8

Fischer Oil Recovery
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Any such prior information about the response surface, while not necessary 
for the method to work, does shorten the search for the optimum.,

An essentially random search for a set of workable operating conditions 
ended in the starting point for the attack on the optimum "hill”. This 
was point 1 in Figure 9»

1000

Air Rate
500 

Ft3 /Ft2 hr

° 0 500 1000 1500
3 2Recycle Rate, Ft /Ft hr

Search for Optimum Retort Response 
Figure 9

A block of experiments around point 1 was completed by stepping first the 
air rate a small amount and then the recycle rate to get changes in the 
unit's response for estimation of the plane tangent to the surface at point
1. The changes in the response determined:an overall plane which estimated 

an expected change in response for a combination of changes in air and 
recycle rates, and was

Fischer Oil Recoveries
78 73

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3
66 Optimum

20 1 38
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A y  = M A  air + N A  recycle

y = oil recovery, per cent Fischer assay 
M = change in recovery/change in air rate 
N = change in recovery/change in recycle rate

By the methods given in Wilde (1960), the line of steepest ascent (perpen
dicular to the contour through point 1) was given parametrically by these 
equations: ( ̂  is the parameter)

recycle = a + B ̂
a = recycle at point 1 
B = N from above plane, y

air = c + D/|
c = air at point 1
D = M from above plane, y

The parameter of the line was chosen as 2,100. However, data from Rifle 
indicated that the resulting recycle/air ratio would be too low for operation 
of the retort so the recycle was increased to give a ratio of 1.0. This 
analysis located the second block of experiments as shown in Figure 9*

After the third block of experiments, a strong ridge of response running 

from lower left up to the right was discernable. A run made on the nose of 
the ridge going up to the right showed that recovery was beginning to fall 
off. Therefore, the high runs of Blocks 2 and 3 were connected and a run 

made at the midpoint. The high 98 per cent of Fischer oil recovery was
confirmed with another run in which 99 per cent of Fischer was recovered.
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The search was ended at this point.

Analysis of Runs
A considerable amount of time was spent in debugging the unit and 

establishing a workable set of operating conditions. After the shakedown 

phase, the experimental program went smoothly. Table 1 gives the conditions 
of the optimum runs at the end of the search.

Table 1
Optimum Operating Conditions

Run 21 Run 22 
94 88
502 502

1,180 1,180
98 99
0.57 0.53

1,900 1,800
450 100

180-250 180-250
2.4 2.4
32.3 29.6

A summary of all operating data is given in Appendix I. The debugging runs 
are not included because they were often grossly atypical.

Three unfavorable operating areas were discovered during the search. 
Figure 10 on page 29 indicates where they were. Areas 1 and 2 Were related 

to the recycle/air ratio. Area 1 was of high air rates and low recycle.
The lack of dilution gas in the air feed tended to cause clinkering of the 
ash. Area 2 is the opposite and was of high recycle rates. A heavier oil 
was made which tended to cause plugups of shale during the bitumen-forming

2Shale rate, iWffc br 
Air rate, ft /ft hrQ ORecycle rate, ft~Yft^ hr
Oil recovery, % Fischer assay 
Pressure drop over retort, in. water 
Maximum temperature, F
Ash temperature out, F 
Off gas temperature, F 
Recycle/air ratio
Oil content of feed, Gallons/ton
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step and perhaps some recycling of oil back into the retort on the relatively 
cooler shale due to the higher gas flow. Difficulties were encountered 
throughout the retort. Area 3 was a limitation from the mechanical design

1000
Area 3

Area 1

Air Hate
Favorable Area500

Area 2

500 1000 1500 20003 2Recycle Rate, Ft /Ft hr

Unfavorable Operating Areas 
Figure 10

of the retort. It developed because of a bottleneck at the off gas line 
where the high absolute gas rates tended to entrain the smaller particles 
in the shale. The particles would move into the screen over the line and 
become cemented into a tarry plug by heavy shale oil components. The 
stopgap measures which could be taken were taken: (1) using a narrow
size range of feed and (2) shutting down the retort from time to time and 
cleaning out the plug. This area still was a fundamental throughput 

limitation in the sense that if the off gas line had not been the location
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of entrainment, the maximum throughput could be increased until 

the ehtrainment occurred inside the body of the retort• Yet, the response 
contours of the unit would look the same but would be extended to somewhat 
higher gas rates. Entrainment would limit throughput more for wide size 
ranges than narrow ranges.

Pour main steps make up the internal-combustion process as mentioned 
in the introduction: (1) shale preheating, (2) kerogen cracking to gas and 
oil (retorting proper), (3) coke combustion, and (4) ash cooling. Figure 
11 shows how these steps were located in the optimum runs.

Off 
gas

&

Air

-  8

- 7

-  6 ~

“  5 _

- 4 
_ 3 ~

-  2

- 1
_ 0_ 

Retort Feet

yy

.A

Preheat

Retort
Coke Combustion

Idle

Ash Cool

Zone 0 1000 2000
Temperature, F

Diagram of Retort Run 
Figure 11

The location of the zones varied, of course, with the operating conditions 
and throughput. The zones were delineated on the basis of temperatures
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in the thermowell according to studies made at Rifle by the Bureau of
Mines (Dannenberg and Matzick, 1960) and by the Marathon Oil Company
(Allred, 1964). The zones were taken as

Shale preheating Feed in to 750 F
Retorting 750 F to 1000 F
Coke combustion 1000 F to steady high temperature
Ash cooling Maximum temperature to exit from retort

The time spent by a particle in each zone is of considerable importance 
as it can be correlated with operating conditions, shale feed grade, 
throughput, etc. This time was estimated by

Length of zone, ftResidence time = --------------------------------
Velocity of shale bed, ft/hr

It seems reasonable to assume that for a given size of shale particle 
a certain residence time would be needed for complete retorting, coke 
combustion, or other effect to take place and which would be essentially 
independent of the whereabouts of the particle (i.e. oven, laboratory, 

or retort)in a given temperature. If this is the case, a longer zone 
would allow a higher shale velocity and consequently higher throughput 
for a given retort cross-section..; Therefore, a longer retort would perhaps 
have a higher throughput or be able to process larger chunks of shale.

The length could be increased until the necessary gas flow began to entrain 
the shale.

One of the most valuable uses of the residence time would be in 
retort scaleup. The time could probably be determined in a laboratory and 

the same time allocated to the retort design. Some typical residence times 
are given in Appendix II. Correlation coefficients of residence times with
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various external retort conditions.are given in Appendix III.
The implied assumption above of a constant residence time for a unique 

set of operating conditons was indicated by the idleness of sections of the 

at low throughputs. An example showed up in Figure 11 as the white region 
between the coke combustion and ash cooling zones. The region was filled
with burned ash and was of constant conditions throughout, and so was not
contributing anything to the retorting process. Since the profile is at 
the optimum oil recovery, the optimum is probably quite a ways away from 
the ultimate throughput and does indeed seem to be caused by the off gas 
line and not the retort.

A material balance around the unit revealed that the operation was 
very similar to the retorts used by the Bureau of Mines at Rifle. Table 2 
is a material balance around the optimum run.

Table 2 
Material Balance 

Basis: 100 pounds of oil shale (33.6 gallons/ton assay)

In: Organic = 19.1 lb oil (Fischer assay = 12.6 lb)
Inorganic - 80.9 lb
Air = 308 SCF
Contained = 4.9 lb

Outs Oil = 12.2 ± 0.3 lb (98 % Fischer)
Ash and Water = 66.7 lb
Total C02 - 20.3 lb

99.2 lb
The material balance checks reasonably well but is subject to larger errors 
that the agreement would indicate.

Some miscellaneous calculations are given in Table 3. The volumetric
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transfer coefficient is high as would be expected from the small pieces

Table 3
Miscellaneous Calculated Values

3Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 2,600 BTU/ft hr F
Temperature difference, gas to solid about 10 F
Heat flux for shale preheating 212 BTU/ft^ hr
Heat flux for ash cooling 47 BTU/ft^ hr

of shale in the bed. The high coefficient leads, in turn, to the low 
gas-’to-solid temperature difference of about 10 F. This difference was 
estimated from the temperature gradients in the retort and from various 
heat capacity correlations from the Bureau of Mines work. The difference 
in heat flux from the shale heating zone to the ash cooling zone, even 
allowing for the difference in bulk density, probably means that the ash 
is a better insulator than the solid shale.
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CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions drawn from the work are in three areas: (1) shale
properties, (2) process, and (3) retort operation. Fruitful avenues of 
additional study can be seen from the conclusions.

Shale Properties
1. Particles of crushed oil shale are roughly wedge-shaped.
2. Void fraction, bulk density, and surface area of shale

beds can be correlated with size and size range of the
individual particles.

Process
1. Yields of 99 per cent of Fischer assay of oil are possible.
2. The process is self-sustaining thermally with shale as was 

used in the present work (30 gallons per ton)
3. Residence times of shale beds in various process zones seem

to be a firm basis for analysis of internal-combustion retorts
and possibly for scaleup correlations to very large sizes.
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Retort Operations

1. Unequal heating of different sizes of shale is a cause of 
retorting difficulties with wide ranges of shale.

2. Entrainment of the smaller particles of feed is a limitation 
on the ultimate gas flow and consequently throughput of an 
internal-rcombustion retort with gravity solids flow.

3. Overall length of the retort reactor is a fundamental limitation 
on the throughput below the entrainment of fines.

In conclusion, the unit was performing very well at the end of the 

experimental program being easy to start and operate and inherently 
stable with respect to process upsets. Investigation of a larger diameter 
reactor should be relatively easy as the present feed and discharge systems 
were running far below maximum capacity and could probably be used without 
change.
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Appendix I

SUMMARY OF OPERATING DATA

Run  11  12 14a 14b 15a  16  18  20  21  22
Air, ft3/ft2 hr 230 390 720 570 720 440 570 570 502 502
Recycle, ft3/ft2 hr 790 590 1290 990 1190 1390 1390 1589 1190 1190
Recycle/air ratio 3,4 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.6 3.2 2.4 2.8 2.4 2.4
Shale rate, lb/ft2 hr - - 80 60 131 102 134 113 94 88

Recovery, % Fischer 38 66 0 78 78 79 75 73 98 99
Fischer assay, Feed

gallons/ton 33.6 33.6 32.3 32<3 32.3: 32.3 30.5 30.5 33.6 29.6
Water assay, gal/ton 3.2 3.2 2,8 2.8 2.8 2,8 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.2
Specific Gravity,feed .898 .898.,902 .902 .902 .902 .898 .898 .898 .903
Maximum Temp., F 1605 1390 1400 1500 1490 1600 2000 1950 1900 1800

Ash Temp., F 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 450 110
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Appendix II 
TYPICAL RESIDENCE TIMES

Zone Residence Time

Shale preheating 0*8 to
Retorting 0.3 to 0.5

Coke combustion 0.5 to 0.8
Ash cooling 1.0 to 3.0

Hr.
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Appendix III {

CORRELATION OF RESIDENCE TIMES WITH CONDITIONS

Coefficient (by rank difference method)

Retorting residence time with air rate 81

Coefficient between 70 and 80 %
Maximum temperature with recycle/air ratio 76
Oil recovery with recycle/air ratio 72
Combustion zone residence time with recycle/air ratio 70

Coefficient between 60 and 70 %
Throughput with total gas rate 66
Combustion residence time with Recycle/air)/total gas 64
Combustion residence time with air rate -62
Maximum temperature with ash density -60

Coefficient below 60 % (no correlation indicated by data)

Retorting time with recycle/air ratio 
Oil collected with maximum temperature 
Throughput with air Tate 
Retorting volume with combustion volume 
Oil collected with length of run
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Appendix IV 

SUMMARY OF OIL SHALE DATA

Shale Used In Correlations
Differential Sieve Analysis

Mesh size range 
-2 + 4 
- 4 + 8  
-8 + 14 

-14 + 28 
-28 + 48 
-48 +100 
-100

Shale Used in Retort
Differential Sieve Analysis

Runs 11
Mesh Range 
-2 +4 79.3
-4 +8 19.8
-8 +14 0.7

-14 +35 tr
-35 +100 tr
-100 0.2

(U. S. Standard)
Weight % Included 

36.21 
24.60 
15.11 
10.82 
6.44 
3.61 
3.21

(U. S. Standard)

12 to 18 19 to 20 21
75.1 72.9 50.0
18.2 20.0 37.4
6.1 6.5 9.0
0.3 0.6 1.8
tr tr 0.6

0.3 tr 1.2

22
74.2
19.1
6.3
tr
0.4
tr
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